unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), today, plays prominent role in many parts of human activity. Not only in military area, also UAV using in emergency response, urban planning, healthcare, agriculture, waste management, mining, telecommunication, etc. One of serious problems exploitation UAV is accuracy of positioning. There're many sources of signal's fluctuation: satellite clocks, satellite orbits, ionosphere and troposphere, multipath, etc. But ionosphere creates largest fluctuation of signal. These fluctuations are characterizing by one of distribution laws: Nakagami, normal distribution law, Rayleigh and Rice. One of efficient methods to solve this problem is applying of adapting control system, based on Flight Control Center. To ensure the object status identification it is reasonable to use methods of object recognition, including machine learning methods. At working this system there exist probability of making type I and type II errors during salvation of identification problems. This work proposes an approach to implementing the threshold optimization for classifying the states of satellite communication systems, when disorting of signals described by normal distribution law. This research is supported by the scientific project «Development of a multi-rotor robotic unmanned aerial vehicle using a strapdown inertial navigation system» in the Federal Target Program 2014-2020 (unique identifier RFMEFI57818X0222) with the financial support of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of Russian Federation.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the existing problems affecting the location accuracy of robotic unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) is the current state of a satellite communication channel, the accuracy of which is determined by the selected classification thresholds. It is known [1] that the potential conditions of satellite navigation systems channels can be described by laws of random variables distribution: normal, Rice, Nakagami and Rayleigh. The choice of a distribution function depends on the current ionosphere condition and a range of various natural and artificial ionospheric formations of different physical nature. It should be noted, that any change in the ionosphere status is a random stochastic process, which presupposes online time monitoring of the ionosphere parameters at required periods.
In [2] it is shown, that UAV positioning errors greatly depend on GPS/GLONASS systems correct operation when they calculate the pseudoranges and use current constellations ephemeris, characterized by parameters describing navigation satellites mutual geometry and attitude. t is established that it is advisable to perform the choice of the ionosphere current status model (the law of distribution of random variables) and data processing of trans-ionospheric communication channels using resources of ground-based flight control centers, which have large energy and information resources, compared to UAVs.
During adjustments of parameters of the current status of satellite communication channels, significantly affecting the UAV location accuracy, there arises the problem of optimal classification thresholds determination in order to minimize the probability of omission of the ionosphere conditions change. There is a number of researches, investigating the satellite communication channels quality [3] , though these works do not properly reflect the problem of detemining optimal classification thresholds under significant ionosphere status change.
In this paper, in contrast to the above works, the problem of defining optimal classification thresholds for transionospheric channels, which state is described by the normal law of random variables distribution, is solved.
II. CURRENT PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Originally intended for military use, UAVs have since been applied in many different industries e.g. private security, law enforcement, real estate, media, film, construction, mining, agriculture, and utilities [4] . From the economic point of view, light-weight UAVs with aircraft weight less than10 kg are the most optimal and efficient.
During the flight mission the positioning of UAV is maintained using onboard GPS/GLONASS systems. It is well known that HF radio signal propagation may be significantly affected by artificial ionospheric disturbances (AID) generated by different origins [1, [5] [6] [7] .
Due to GPS/GLONASS signals distortion, it is necessary to improve UAV positioning accuracy by applying known accuracy enhancing methods. Some of those effective methods of reducing AID affection on the location accuracy in the GPS / GLONASS receiver, such as DGPS or the methods proposed in [2, 3] , involve usage of fixed ground-based information systems.
The main functions of such systems are the ionosphere parameters monitoring and GPS/GLONASS signal corrections computing. However, those methods cannot provide the required information update frequency. In this case the most efficient is to compute the necessary GPS/GLONASS signal corrections directly in the flight mission location, considering the irregularities of the ionosphere and AID. Though, that solution is not currently used in practice.
Before UAV launch the Flight Control Center (FCC) shall be deployed in launch/landing area. As FCC remains stationary during the UAV flight operations it is advisable to organize corrections computing on its base. The main advantage of this approach is provision of the required actual information update frequency, which allows maintaining UAV and FCC mobility and efficient location accuracy. In this case it is reasonable to adjust the satellite communication channel parameters in order to achieve its optimum condition. As a result, the ionosphere influence on accuracy of location determining by FCC is reduced.
It is not economically viable to use earlier described system onboard of a UAV instead of FCC due to UAV weight-bearing capacity limitations.
It is stated in [8] , that modern space communication systems operate under conditions of great uncertainty and the information on real values of some its parameters might be not accurate.
Stochastic nature of the ionosphere conditions change decreases the efficiency of communications channels parameters manual adjustments. The use of adaptive control and monitoring system for purpose of trans-ionospheric channels state management is the most obvious and natural solution of the problem. Similar methods are applied to control radio communications links of other frequency ranges [10] . Adaptive control and monitoring system allows to optimally adjust parameters with the required frequency in order to maintain communication channels optimal operational state under conditions of ionospheric disturbances.
The control system performs the following main functions: the identification of the management object state; compiling control commands based on the management objectives and the environment conditions; providing control over the management object. To ensure the object status identification it is reasonable to use methods of object recognition, including machine learning methods [10] .
In [11] it is shown that probability of making type I and type II errors during solvation of identification problems are inevitable. In this paper, the authors offer a solution of problems of optimizing classification thresholds of the first and second kind of errors of trans-ionospheric communication channels control and monitoring system to avoid an anomalous misdetection, described by the law of random variables distribution.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Satellite communication channels are non-stationary, which means that channel condition changes with the time. To identify the channel state, two devises are used: detector, which detects an anomalous event and recognizer, which classifies the channel status.
Any change of communication channel parameter leads to its status change. At the same time, various fading, signal amplitude fluctuations, refractions and similar signal distortions are described by the laws of random variables distribution. Some of signal distortions might result in its normal distribution.
The identification system according to predefined characteristics performs a communication channel state recognition function. The detection device samples on the complex feature , and the recognition device assigns the correspondence to respective class.
In case of the ionosphere conditions change a communication channel state recognition classifications errors may occur, which leads to anomalous event misdetection.
It is required to optimize probability of making Type I and Type II errors. The anomalies misdetection happened due to communication channel parameters change when GPS/GLONASS signal might be significantly affected is the most critical in this situation.
To achieve this, an object recognition task, in general, is formally reduced to the verification of numerous hypotheses 1 , 2 , . . . , , . . . where is the hypothesis assuming the object belongs to class A. Let us assume that the a priori probability distribution of these hypotheses is defined, i.e. probability ( ) of the object's belonging to class is known. Moreover,
, as an object ought to belong to a specific class. Under this condition, the distribution density is as follows: ( ) = ( / ).
The identification system used two hypotheses 1 = and 2 = ̅ with their respective a priori probabilities of the occurrence of the normal 1 = ( 1 ) = ( ) and the abnormal 2 = ( 2 ) = ( ̅ ) situations in the system. Here, 1 + 2 = 1.
As a decision rule ensuring the top accuracy of the identification system, let us apply the Neyman-Pearson criterion. By fixing false alarm probability . . at constant level C, minimum omission error for disturbing the system operation is required [12] . Then, min 20
With a limit of
where ( 0 ) -is Type I errors; ( 0 )is Type II errors.
Here, the probability density of and parameter distribution as normal distribution laws shown in fig. (1) . .
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The function of distribution density for parameter x at the proper functioning of the system is ( / ) = 1 ( ) and at malfunctioning -( / ̅ ) = 2 ( ). Then the Type I and Type II errors of the detector (Stage 1) will be, respectively: The function of distribution density for parameter x and y of the detector and the recognizer:
It is necessary to calculate the optimal classification thresholds 0 and 0 .
In view of formulas (5) and (6), formulas (1) 
As in formula (7), thresholds 0 and 0 . are linked in functional relationship 0 = ( 0 ), by defibrinating (8) at 0 and bringing it to zero, the following is received:
The general formulation of the objective to optimize classification thresholds ( 0 , 0 ) comes down to the solution of simultaneous equations: with limitations: 1 = at 1 + 2 = 1.
The task is to solve simultaneous equations (10) and to determine optimal classification thresholds 0 и , 0 .
IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION
In order to solve simultaneous equations (10), the authors used the formula of normal distribution as presented below: Let us now consider the approximate solution of equations (10) applying Newton's method for the systems of nonlinear equations.
By deriving equation (11) at x, one receives:
According to formulas (11), (12) and (13), simultaneous equations (10) look as follows:
By differentiating the first equation in system (14) at 0 , one receives: Then simultaneous equations (19) is transformed to look as follows:
By introducing the values:
It is necessary to seek a solution to equation:
where 
V. EXAMPLE
In order to calculate the optimal classification thresholds for the normal distribution of characteristics x and y for object detectors based on parameter x and for recognizers based on parameter y, let us define the input parameter values as follows: = 2, = 2.5, * = / = 0.005. Based on (23, 24-26), the authors established the classification thresholds applying the Newton's method.
The initial guess is x=1.4, у=2.1, accuracy = 0.001. These values were chosen proceeding from their obvious ( Fig. 1 ) entry into 3σ intersections.
By plugging the given input parameters values in equation (10) and formulas (24-26), we get the Jacobian's determinant values. At the first iteration the obtained value Advances in Intelligent Systems Research, volume 166 must be compared with the distance from the deferential of the equation system. Furthermore, all the values obtained at the next steps also must be compared to the values obtained in the previous iteration. If the accuracy of a found root value less than required next iteration is performed. Let us iterate until the accuracy of found equation (10) roots satisfies the given limitations. The calculation results are presented in Table 1 . By applying the Newton's method, the solution was found at iteration 66. To validate the results let us plot the graph of the simultaneous equations ( Fig. 3,4 ). Figures 3 and 4 show that the roots can be found in the intervals at 1.5 for x0 and 2.1 for y0.
The roots found by Newton's method (22) 0 = 1.57325, 0 = 2.09999, with the required accuracy match the roots found by graphical method (Fig. 3,4) The results deviation for x0 and y0 amounted to less than 5%, which is an acceptable value for engineering systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of optimizing classification thresholds of the first and second kind of errors of trans-ionospheric communication channels control and monitoring system, described by the normal distribution law of random variables is solved in this paper. The authors have obtained the numerical values of the optimal classification thresholds for the anomalous situation detector and recognizer.
The accuracy of the results is confirmed by the results obtained by applying various solution methods (Newton's and graphical) for the optimization problem. The optimal values of the classification thresholds obtained by using different solution methods differ by only 5%
In future work, it is advisable to conduct an investigation on the dependencies of the communication channel states for the distribution law of random variables described by Rice and Nakagami distribution functions.
